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But obstinate rebels exist who will not accept that. They
argue, for instance, that already there has been at least one
drive in this Tewler world, the onset of what it is customary
nowadays to call Science with a capital S, which has so far
evaded priestcraft or any sort of authoritarian suffocation.
This Science  has  revolutionised   the  material  conditions
of human life, and it behoves us to examine how it sprang up
and what exactly it is. No miracle begot it. It had no Founder.
It began in a natural Adlerian revolt against the overbearing
religious dogmatisms of the  Middle Ages.   Against their
exasperating self-confidence, the recalcitrants, unable to take
it meekly any longer, and casting about for some means of
self-assertion,   discovered   to   their  delight  certain  incom-
patibilities between the teaching and facts, and summoned a
new arbitrator, experimental verification, to justify their revolt.
It is absurd to ennoble the driving force of that new move-
ment.   We cannot afford to sentimentalise Science;  Roger
Bacon, so far as our knowledge of him goes, never said, " I
love truth," or " What noble thing can I do for my fellow-
men ? " or in a state of pious helpfulness, " Let me discover
something for the greater glory of God." He did nothing of the
sort;  and anyhow the essential thing about him was some-
thing quite different;   he lost his temper.  He endured the
philosophical assurance about him as long as he could, and
then flung himself at a weak point, abusively and violently,
and made the most of it. There was really no essential difference
between the motives of Roger Bacon when he put out his
tongue at the medieval Aristotle and young Master Edward
Albert Tewler when he put out his tongue at the serene self-
satisfaction of the lion in the Zoo.
Galileo again, was no visitant from a higher sphere ; he was
as human as any of us. But the complacent finality of the
Church about everything in heaven and earth was too much
for him. He published his forbidden book to make those who
were set in authority 6ver him realise just what damned fools
they were. He could Bot keep quiet. They argued with him,
they made him recant and keep a civil tongue in his bead,
but they knew and he knew that they knew. " All the same,

